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The battle in the mine attracted those outside to join in the fray. Amidst the 
chaos, Jared slipped into the celestial ore mine. Feenix quickly broke free 
from the battlefield and headed toward Izolda and Kiara. 

“Izolda! Kiara!” she called out softly. The two girls were confined within an 
arcane array, and she had no way of breaking it. 

Hearing someone calling their names, Izolda and Kiara slowly opened their 
eyes. When they laid eyes on Feenix, excitement brimmed in their eyes, and 
they both cried. 

“Don’t make any noise or get excited. I’ll figure out a way to save you two,” 
Feenix comforted them and urged them not to be overly emotional. 

Soon, Jared’s figure appeared, and she hastily called him over. The instant he 
saw Izolda and Kiara in a pathetic state, murder blazed hotly in his eyes. The 
two girls had been violated so badly that they were almost unrecognizable at 
that moment. 

He could not even bring himself to imagine the exact torture they had 
experienced. 

“There’s an arcane array confining them, Master. Can you break it?” Feenix 
asked Jared. 

Jared merely gave the arcane array a cursory glance before he pressed a 
hand against it lightly. It instantly disappeared. 

It was the simplest confinement arcane array. Those unfamiliar with arcane 
arrays would find it beyond difficult to break, but to Jared, it was a piece of 
cake. 

When the arcane array had been dismantled, Jared and Feenix swiftly 
supported Izolda and Kiara away from the celestial ore mine. 

Everyone was battling fervently in the celestial ore mine for the Stillwind Orb 
right then, so no one noticed them. 



Only after Jared and the others had left the celestial ore mine did they breathe 
a long sigh of relief. 

“Take them two away, Feenix. I’ll stay and keep guard here,” Jared instructed. 

“Let’s leave together, Master.” Sensing the murderous intent emanating from 
him, Feenix feared that he would go into the celestial ore mine again to exact 
revenge if he were to stay there alone. 

“Go with the two of them. I know what I’m doing.” Jared, however, insisted that 
Feenix and the two girls leave. It was only after they had left that he could 
make his move without restraint. No matter what, he was determined to have 
all of Bulrush Sect pay for their actions. 

Knowing that further dissuasion would not do any good, Feenix left with Izolda 
and Kiara. Jared stood quietly outside the mouth of the celestial ore mine with 
Dragonslayer Sword in hand. 

So long as anyone stepped out of the cave, he would kill them with a strike 
without holding back, regardless of whether it was a disciple of Ruby Sect or 
Bulrush Sect. 

By then, the fight in the celestial ore mine was drawing to an end. Ruby Sect 
was gradually losing “Hurry up and leave, Ms. Fuller. We’ll cover your back!” 
three disciples of Ruby Sect shouted at Natasha. 

Natasha was already injured then, and she would definitely lose if she 
continued fighting. She spun on her heels and sprinted toward the mouth of 
the cave. 

“Where are you going?” Anders was also in a towering rage at that moment. 
Not only were more than half of his disciples dead, but he was also injured 
himself. If Natasha were to get away, his losses would have been in vain. 

Furthermore, the Stillwind Orb was still in her hands. Just as he leaped up to 
give chase, three disciples of Ruby Sect blocked his path. 

Upon seeing that, the disciples of Bulrush Sect sprang into action, engaging 
the three disciples of Ruby Sect so Anders could pursue Natasha. 



Natasha was incredibly fast, and she streaked out of the cave in a blur. Never 
had it crossed her mind that someone was keeping guard outside the cave. 
No sooner had she left the cave than a cold glint slashed at her. 

Her heart jolted, and she hurriedly dodged. The cold glint slashed across her 
arm. In a flash, a long wound manifested. 

As she stared at her wound, terror was etched across her features. 

If I hadn’t dodged in time just now, my head would probably have been 
severed! 

She glared at Jared in fury. When she discovered it was a mere First Level 
Tribulator cultivator who attacked her, her rage mounted. 
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me when you’re no more than a First Level Tribulator cultivator? Are you sick 
of living?” Natasha shot daggers at Jared, but she did not make a move 
against him. She knew that Anders was hot on her heels, so she could not 
waste time with Jared. 

After threatening the latter, she leaped up to continue fleeing. Unexpectedly, 
Jared did the same. In a split second, an arc of light manifested from 
Dragonslayer Sword, stopping her from leaving. 

“You asked for it, brat!” Enraged, Natasha moved to attack Jared. Before she 
could do so, however, Anders had already caught up with her. At the sight of 
him, she could only switch her focus to him. 

Anders could tell that Jared had helped him stop Natasha from leaving, so he 
smiled and said, “Thank you for lending me a hand in stopping her, buddy. 

When I’ve killed her later, I’ll give you some celestial ore as thanks.” With that 
said, he swung his icy gaze to Natasha and drawled, “You can’t escape, 
b*tch. 

Hand the precious orb over, and I’ll spare you in view that we’ve cultivated 
together for so many years.” “Pah! Stop dreaming. This precious orb belongs 
to whoever has it in hand. If you want to take it from me, it will depend on your 
capabilities,” Natasha spat, prepared to attack. 



“Looks like you’re determined to do things the hard way.” Anders took out a 
black token from his pocket before chanting, “Heaven and earth shall move 
with the holy token.” Subsequently, negative energy streamed from his body 
into the token. That sight almost had Natasha grind her molars down. 

They had just cultivated together, drawing nourishment from each other. That 
was to say, he had absorbed that negative energy from her. 

Tossing out the token in his hand, Anders let out a series of roars, upon which 
it proceeded to fly toward Natasha. 

It kept expanding until it actually eclipsed the sun in the end. 

Natasha immediately shot out several beams of light. Alas, nothing happened 
when they struck the token. 

At that, immense terror showed on her face, and she backed away 
relentlessly to dodge the token’s attack. Unfortunately, once she retreated, 
Jared swung Dragonslayer Sword in his hand at her. 

He would never sit back and let her escape since she was in possession of 
his Stillwind Orb. Never would he allow anyone to take his Stillwind Orb away. 

When Natasha saw that Jared was capitalizing on the situation, she promptly 
cursed furiously, “I’m going to kill you, brat!” But before she could make a 
move against him, the token had already reached her. Failing to dodge in 
time, she was instantly killed by it. 

Even in her death, her eyes remained fixed on Jared. Seeing that she was 
dead, Anders waved a hand, and the token returned to him. 

Nonetheless, his life force energy had visibly weakened considerably. It would 
seem that using that token had taken a lot out of him. Coupled with his 
injuries, he was exceedingly weak right then. 

Fortunately, Jared was only a First Level Tribulator cultivator. He was not at 
all afraid. Despite being particularly weak presently, he was still more than 
capable of dealing with a First Level Tribulator cultivator. 

Natasha was dead. The Stillwind Orb fell out of her pocket. 

Jared bent down and picked it up. 



At that sight, Anders started, “That’s my precious orb, stolen by that b*tch, 
buddy. Please return it to me. You’ve helped me earlier, and I’ll reward you 
handsomely. I’ve mined quite a bit from this celestial ore mine. Just take 
however much you need.” In other words, he wanted Jared to return the 
Stillwind Orb to him. However, Jared ignored the man and put the Stillwind 
Orb back into his Storage Ring instead 
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into a rage. “What’s the meaning of this, kid? I’m the head of Bulrush Sect. 
How dare you steal my possession right before me when you’re a mere First 
Level Tribulator cultivator!” “It’s mine to begin with.” Jared stared at Anders 
with a terrifying gleam in his eyes. It was as though he wanted to skin the 
latter alive. 

Sensing the lethal intent in his gaze, Anders frowned. 

“What nonsense! That precious orb was found in this celestial ore mine. How 
could it possibly be yours?” Anders snarled. 

“This orb is mine to begin with. It’s known as the Stillwind Orb. I deliberately 
placed it into the mine in secret to incite a battle between the lot of you 
because that was the only way for me to save the two girls you captured,” 
Jared admitted candidly. 

Upon hearing that, Anders was wholly stunned. On the heels of that, primal 
rage radiated off him. 

“Well, well, well… So, all this was a ploy you devised. But even if we battle 
each other, a mere First Level Tribulator cultivator like you can’t possibly 
benefit from it. If you don’t hand over the precious orb, don’t blame me for 
showing you no mercy.” His aura intensified, and his expression darkened 
further. Considering the injuries on him, coupled with his blood pressure 
shooting through the roof, he was worried that he would not be able to hold 
out for long. 

Just then, a few disciples of Bulrush Sect ran out of the mine. They were the 
only few survivors then, and each of them was injured. 

“Mr. Hendley!” After exiting the mine, they quickly hurried over to Anders. At 
the sight of his disciples, Anders ordered with eyes blazing scarlet, “Kill that 
guy at once, right this instance!” Although his disciples were injured, they were 



either Third or Fourth Level Tribulator cultivators. On top of that, they had the 
advantage of numbers. 

Dealing with a First Level Tribulator cultivator like Jared would be as easy as 
pie for them. 

Despite Anders’ expectations, the outcome turned out to be completely 
different. 

The few disciples of Bulrush Sect attacked Jared. 

Nonetheless, Jared remained motionless, his eyes glinting coldly. 

Just as they reached him, the Dragonslayer Sword in his hand swung into 
action. 

He swung it forward with all his might. 

Following the roar of a dragon, a golden dragon flew toward the few disciples 
of Bulrush Sect, its body flaming with blazing fire. 

The golden dragon’s appearance stunned the few disciples of Bulrush Sect. 

Only when it reached them and flew past their front did they snap back to their 
senses. 

Regretfully, it was already too late. The flaming fire consumed their bodies. 
They desperately rolled on the ground to extinguish the fire. 

However, it was demonic fire and would not extinguish even in water. Jared 
merely watched expressionlessly as the few disciples of Bulrush Sect were 
burned alive. 

Anders gaped at his disciples who were burned to a crisp, dumbfounded. 

They’re my Third or Fourth Level Tribulator disciples. Yet, they were killed by 
a First Level Tribulator cultivator just like that? Worse still, they were dead 
with a single strike of his sword! What was that golden dragon earlier? How 
could a First Level Tribulator cultivator possess such might? 

He could not understand, much less figure out what exactly was going on. 



“Y-You’re not a First Level Tribulator cultivator. You’ve concealed your 
capabilities. Who exactly are you?” Sheer panic swamped him. 

If he had known about Jared’s capabilities, he would have guarded against 
the latter from the beginning. 

“I’m here especially to kill you bunch of monsters.” Jared raised Dragonslayer 
Sword high, the blade flaming with blazing fire. 

“Die!” He swung the sword, upon which a glint of light shot out. 

Seeing that, Anders hastily tossed out the token in his hand to block that 
strike. 
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Unexpectedly, the token instantly shattered upon coming into contact with the 
light from Dragonslayer Sword. 

However, the light did not stop at all, heading straight for Anders, aiming at his 
legs. 

Whizz! 

As it flashed past, both his legs were severed. He initially stood at over one 
point eight meters. But in the blink of an eye, he was only a meter tall. 

Jared sauntered toward him. Terror brimmed in Anders’ eyes, but he had no 
way of fleeing. When Jared reached Anders, he did not kill the latter but 
walked right past. Then, he put all the mined celestial ore into his Storage 
Ring. 

They were arduously mined by Ruby Sect and Bulrush Sect, so he could not 
possibly waste them. Meanwhile, the reason for Anders’ stay of execution was 
that he planned to bring the man to Izolda and Kiara. 

He wanted to let the two girls personally kill that monster. Perhaps by doing 
so, they would find a hint of consolation. 

Just after Jared had put the celestial ore away and planned to take Anders 
with him, five terrifying auras suddenly approached. 



His brows furrowed, and anxiety showed on his face. Only when he spotted 
the approaching party did he breathe a sigh of relief. It turned out that it was 
Catina and the reinforcements she had brought over. 

The instant Catina laid eyes on Anders, who looked totally wretched, and the 
few dead people outside the mine, she was stunned. 

The few people with her also wore shocked expressions on their faces. 

“Jared, a-all this was your doing? You’ve dealt with it by yourself?” Catina 
asked in utter surprise. She knew full well that it was impossible even for her 
to wipe both Ruby Sect and Bulrush Sect out. 

She had no idea how Jared accomplished that. 

Jared said nothing, merely giving her a nod in response. Then, he picked 
Anders up to leave. The few others gaped at him in shock. They could not 
fathom how a First Level Tribulator cultivator like him accomplished all of it 
either. 

“Don’t leave. I’ve just brought some people over.” Seeing that Jared was 
going to leave with Anders in hand, Catina made to give chase. 

“What’s the meaning of this, Fox Queen? You said there’s a magical item here 
and tricked us into coming to this place. Where are they?” Leopard King 
demanded, blocking her path in displeasure. 

“This is a celestial ore mine. Is celestial ore not a magical item?” Catina 
answered, pointing at the celestial ore mine. 

“D*mn it! What kind of magical item is a celestial ore? How much can we take 
when there are only a few of us? Besides, who’s going to mine? If we cultivate 
here and absorb them directly, it’s too much of a waste of time. We don’t even 
know how long the Celestial Battlefield will remain open,” Monkey Archon 
likewise groused in chagrin. 

Although the celestial ore was a treasure, it was of little use to small teams. 

After all, not only did it have to be mined, but it was also inconvenient to carry. 



If they were to cultivate and absorb it right there, they only had a few days, 
and it would not have much of an effect on their cultivation. It would be far 
better to make the most of those few days to hunt for magical items. 

“Fine, I owe you all a favor, then. When we get out, I’ll give part of my 
resources to each of you.” With that said, Catina went right after Jared. 

“It looks like Fox Queen has taken a fancy to that kid. The way she looked at 
him was different,” Lion Archon remarked with his gaze trained on Catina’s 
back. 

“All right, let’s not bother about her anymore. Since we’re already here, let’s 
see whether there are storage bags or the like on these dead people. Then, 
we wouldn’t have made this trip in vain.” After saying that, Thousand-Faced 
Demon Archon started his search. 

Lion Archon and Leopard King also began searching for resources such as 
storage bags or the like on the dead people. 

Only Monkey Archon continued staring at Catina’s back with jealousy written 
all over his face. Subsequently, he went after her. 

Despite always bickering with her, he was secretly in love with her. 

Lion Archon’s comment earlier that Catina had taken a fancy to Jared made 
him green with envy. He wanted to go after her and see what exactly was 
going on. 
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Izolda and Kiara back to the place where Misho and the others were resting at 
that moment. Izolda’s and Kiara’s pathetic state had everyone stunned. 

“Izolda, h-how did you end up in such a state?” “Kiara, my dearest daughter, 
what exactly did you experience?” When Misho and Hamish saw Izolda’s and 
Kiara’s wretched state, they promptly burst into tears. Terror lingered in 
Izolda’s and Kiara’s eyes, making it clear that they had been tortured and 
were suffering from a mental breakdown. 

“I’m going to kill you, Bulrush Sect! I’ll show you!” Misho suddenly roared, his 
aura intensifying nonstop. From the look of things, he planned to self- destruct 
and bring Bulrush Sect down with him. 



“Count me in!” Hamish’s aura similarly swelled, intensifying uncontrollably. If 
both of them were to self-destruct, the force of it would definitely kill everyone 
present. 

“Don’t act impulsively, Old Mr. Giuvali!” “You can kill those from Bulrush Sect 
anytime, Mr. Chevalier. Don’t do anything foolish!” Everyone dissuaded the 
two men, for if they both failed to control their power and self- destructed right 
then, all of them would be doomed. 

“Old Mr. Giuvali, Mr. Chevalier, those from Bulrush Sect don’t have much 
longer to live. Master stayed back to kill them. I believe there’ll be news soon,” 
Feenix quickly interjected. 

While she was dissuading them, Jared’s figure slowly appeared. In his hand 
was a man with only his upper body intact. 

The man who no longer had legs was no other than Anders, the head of 
Bulrush Sect. 

Jared threw Anders on the ground. 

As soon as Misho and Hamish saw that, their eyes blazed scarlet. Like 
starving wolves, they geared up to pounce on Anders. 

Sensing the hatred emanating from the crowd, Anders turned pale in fright 
and peed his pants. 

“Ahh!” Before Misho and Hamish could lunge forward, Izolda and Kiara, who 
had somewhat lost their minds, suddenly shrieked and charged at Anders. 

On the heels of that, the two girls started tearing at him like starving wolves. 

Without any weapon or tool, they used their teeth to rip his flesh off. 

Wailing in pain, Anders wanted to struggle, but he could not do so without 
legs. 

Everyone gaped at the sight before them in shock. 

They simply could not imagine the torment Izolda and Kiara had experienced 
to end up in such a state. As Jared watched, he was also suffused with a 
sense of melancholy. 



They’re two perfectly nice girls, but their future has now been ruined. Shortly 
after, Catina arrived. Although she had seen much of the world, she was still 
shocked upon seeing Izolda and Kiara tearing at Anders with their teeth. 

In no time, Anders was bitten beyond recognition by the two girls. His throat 
had been ripped out, and he had stopped breathing. 

Nonetheless, the two girls did not stop but continued sinking their teeth into 
him. 

Seeing that, Jared flicked his hand, upon which two silver needles flew into 
their necks. In a flash, they passed out cold. 

“What happened to them?” Catina asked Jared. 

Jared told her about everything that had happened to Izolda and Kiara. After 
listening to it all, Catina was so livid that her entire body trembled with rage. 

Being a girl as well, she could understand Izolda’s and Kiara’s despair. 

“What a bunch of monsters!” She gritted her teeth in hatred. 

Misho and Hamish, on the other hand, seemingly aged decades in the blink of 
an eye as they looked at their granddaughter and daughter, respectively. 

The two girls’ fate was something they had never expected. If they had even 
an inkling of it, they would never have stepped into the Celestial Battlefield. 

“What a pity. These two fine girls’ lives are ruined. I’m afraid they’d be 
traumatized for life,” Jared lamented. 

“Don’t you know Soulslayer Technique, Fox Queen? You can erase that memory for the 

two girls so that they won’t be traumatized for life,” Feenix said to Catina. 


